[Relation between the excitatory synaptic currents and clamped somatic potential in the model of neuron with nonlinear dendrites].
The influence of the clamped somatic potential on the excitatory synaptic current (EPSC) was studied in the model of the dendrite with N-shaped instantaneous stationary current--voltage curve. Proximal EPSC diminish and become narrower with decreasing hyperpolarization or modest depolarization, distal EPSC increase and become wider, intermediately distant EPSC change insignificantly. Under increasing depolarization all the EPSC become significantly wider and larger. EPSC facilitate stable depolarization of the dendrites. When the dendrite is stable depolarized EPSC becomes very small and narrow, but it becomes larger and wider as the soma is hyperpolarized. EPSC becomes especially large and wide when the soma is hyperpolarized just to terminate the stable depolarization of the dendrite branch where the active synapses are located. The model explains certain phenomena which are difficult to understand by the theory of ohmic dendrites. New phenomena are predicted.